In this paper we deal with the construction of explicit examples of maximal p-cyclically monotone operators. To date, there is only one instance of an explicit example of a maximal 2-cyclically monotone operator that is not maximal monotone. We present several other examples, and a proposal of how such examples can be constructed.
Introduction
Let U, V be non-empty sets. A multivalued operator T : U Ñ V is an application T : U Ñ PpV q, that is, for u P U , T puq Ă V . The domain, range and graph of T are defined, respectively, as dompT q " u P U : T puq ‰ H ( , ranpT q " ď uPU T puq and grapT q " pu, vq P UˆV : v P T puq ( .
A multivalued operator T is finite if its graph is a finite set. From now on, unless otherwise stated, we will identify multivalued operators with their graphs, so we will write pu, vq P T instead of pu, vq P grapT q. Let V be a vector space. If A Ă V then copAq denotes the convex hull of A. If T : U Ñ V is a multivalued operator, the operator T co : U Ñ V is defined as T co puq " copT puqq, for all u P U .
Let X be a Banach space and X˚be its topological dual. The duality product x¨,¨y : XˆX˚Ñ R is defined as xx, x˚y " x˚pxq. Given C Ă X convex, the normal cone operator is the operator N C : X Ñ X˚defined as N C pxq " tx˚P X˚: xy´x, x˚y ď 0, @ y P Cu, The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we provide several technical results that are needed later. In section 3, we describe a procedure that constructs explicit examples of p-cyclically monotone operators, starting from a finite p-cyclically monotone operator. In section 4, we present some computational subroutines that allow us to compute explicit examples and simplify their analysis. In section 5 we present three new examples: two maximal 2-cyclically monotone operators (one with domain in R 3 ) and a maximal 3-cyclically monotone operator.
Technical Results
The p-cyclically monotone polar [4] is an extension to the p-cyclically monotone case of the well known monotone polar [8] . The p-cyclically monotone polar (or simply, p-polar) of a multivalued operator T : X Ñ X˚is the operator T µp defined via its graph as 4. The graph of T µp is (strongly-)closed. 5 . T is p-cyclically monotone if, and only if, T Ă T µp . 6 . T is maximal p-cyclically monotone if, and only if, T " T µp .
Lemma 2.2. Let T : X Ñ X˚be a multivalued operator and let C " copdompT qq. Then, for all x 0 P C X dompT µp q 0`T µp px 0 q " N C px 0 q.
Proof. Let n˚P N C px 0 q and let x0 P T µp px 0 q and t ą 0. Then, for every tpx i , xi qu p i"1 Ă T , considering x p`1 " x 0 , xx 1´x0 , x0`tn˚y`p ÿ Hence n˚P 0`T µp px 0 q. Conversely, consider n˚P 0`T µp px 0 q, that is, x0`tn˚P T µp px 0 q, for all x0 P T µp px 0 q and t ą 0. Take x 1 P dompT q, x1 P T px 1 q, and let x 1 " x 2 "¨¨¨" x p , x1 " x2 "¨¨¨" xp , thus 0 ě xx 1´x0 , x0`tn˚y`p´1 ÿ i"1 xx i`1´xi , xi y`xx 0´xp , xpy " xx 1´x0 , x0`tn˚y`xx 0´x1 , x1y
" xx 1´x0 , x 0´x1 y`txx 1´x0 , n˚y.
If for some x 1 , xx 1´x0 , n˚y ą 0, then taking t Ñ`8 in the previous inequality would lead to a contradiction. Therefore xx 1´x0 , n˚y ď 0, for all x 1 P dompT q, and this implies that n˚P N C px 0 q. Proposition 2.3. Let T : X Ñ X˚be a multivalued operator, and let C " copdompT qq. Then
where N is any operator such that N Ă N C . In particular, for every x P C, rT co`NC s µp pxq " rT co`N s µp pxq " rT co s µp pxq " T µp pxq.
Now, given any pz 0 , z0 q P T µp , with z 0 P C, we aim to prove pz 0 , z0 q P pT coǸ C q µp . Take tpz j , zj`nj qu p j"1 Ă pT co`NC q, that is, nj P N C pz j q and zj "
where xj ,l j P T pz j q, λ j,l j ě 0, for all l j " 1, . . . , r j , and r j ÿ l j "1 λ j,l j " 1. Therefore, considering n0 " 0,
where the first inequality holds since z 0 P C and xz 0´zp , zp`npy ď xz 0´zp , zp y.
Note that the sum p ÿ j"0 xz j`1´zj , xj ,l j y ď 0, for every fixed choice of l 0 , l 1 , . . . , l p .
Therefore, T µp | C Ă rT co`NC s µp and the first part of the proposition follows. The second part follows immediately.
Lemma 2.4. Let F " tpw i , wi qu n i"1 be a p-monotone operator, and consider the operator
where pw n`1 , wn`1q " pw 1 , w1 q. If xw i´wi`1 , wi´wi`1y " 0 then S is p-monotone and S µp " F µp .
Proof. Define pa i ptq, ai ptqq " p1´tqw i`t w i`1 , for t P r0, 1s and i " 1, . . . , n. Thus, S can be rewritten as
Note that, for fixed i and t, since xw i´wi`1 , wi´wi`1y " 0, xa i ptq, ai ptqy " xw i , wi y`pxw i , wi`1y´2xw i , wi y`xw i`1 , wi yqt (1) which is affine.
To prove that S is p-monotone we need to verify that
which is equivalent tô µ " sup # p ÿ j"0 xa i j`1 pt j`1 q´a i j pt j q, ai j pt j qy : i j P t1, . . . , nu, t j P r0, 1s
Since T is compact, the above supremum is attained, so there existî j P t1, . . . , nu, t j P r0, 1s, j " 0, . . . , p, such that µ " p ÿ j"0 xaî j`1 pt j`1 q´aî j pt j q, ai j pt j qy Fixingî 0 , . . .î p , because of (1), the function
is affine on each t j separately. This implies that in
each maximization is attained when either t j " 0 or t j " 1. Therefore paî j pt j q, ai j pt jP F, for all j " 0, . . . , p and thus,μ ď 0, since F is p-monotone by hypothesis. Let pz 0 , z0 q P F µp and definẽ
xz 0´aip pt p q, ai p pt p qy : i j P t1, . . . , nu, t j P r0, 1s * In the same way as before, the previous supremum is attained, and the values of t j which maximize such expresion are either 0 or 1. Therefore, for some
where py 0 , y0 q " pz 0 , z0 q. Since pz 0 , z0 q P F µp , we obtainμ ď 0, and the lemma follows.
Lemma 2.5. Let S be a p-monotone operator, a P dompS µp q and consider T " ptauˆS µp paqq Y S. Then, T is also p-monotone.
Proof. First, we will prove that T is monotone. Indeed, given pb, b˚q, pc, c˚q P T , let M " xb´c, b˚´c˚y,
• if both b " c " a then M " 0,
• if b " a and c ‰ a, then M ě 0, since pc, c˚q P S and pa, b˚q P S µp ,
Now let 1 ă r ď p. Assume that T is j-monotone, for every 1 ď j ă r. We aim to prove that T is also r-monotone. Take tpz i , zi qu r i"0 Ă T . If tpz i , zi qu r i"0 Ă S, then we are done. Otherwise, without loss of generality we may assume that z 0 " a, so z0 P S µp paq. If the remaining z i , i " 1, . . . , r are different from a then r ÿ i"0 xz i`1´zi , zi y ď 0 since pz 0 , z0 q P S µp Ă S µr . Otherwise, there exists k ‰ 0 such that z k " a, so the sum k´1 ÿ i"0 xz i`1´zi , zi y`r ÿ i"k xz i`1´zi , zi y ď 0 since both sums are associated to the finite sets tpz i , zi qu k´1 i"0 and tpz i , zi qu p i"k and T is already assumed to be pk´1q and pr´kq-monotone.
The following results deal with finite operators. Proposition 2.6. Let F : X Ñ X˚be a finite multivalued operator. Given p ě 2 and z 0 P dompF µp q, the set F µp pz 0 q is a polyhedron and it is defined by either 1. at most # dompFq¨# ranpFq inequalities, each one linear in terms of either z 0 or z0 ; or 2. at most # dompFq inequalities, each one linear in terms of z0 .
Proof. By definition, z0 P F µp pz 0 q if, and only if,
considering z p`1 " z 0 P C. This implies that F µp pz 0 q is a polyhedron, as it is a finite intersection of half-spaces. Let Z " tpz i , zi qu p i"1 Ă F. Note that the inequality in (2) is equivalent to
where N pZq " p´1 ÿ i"1 xz i`1´zi , zi y`xz 1´zp , zp y. Denote r N pz 1 , zp q as the maximum over all the points pz 2 , z2 q, . . . , pz p´1 , zp´1q P F and all z1 P Fpz 1 q, z p P F´1pzp q. Thus,
and from (3) we deduce r Npz 1 , zp q ď xz 0´z1 , z0´zp y. This is equivalent to
Note that the last inequality only depends on z 0 , z 1 and zp . Therefore, for fixed z 0 , any inequality generated by an arbitrary choice of tpz i , zi qu p i"1 would be exactly as, or implied by, inequality (5) . Item 1 of the proposition follows by observing that there are at most # dompFq choices of z 1 and # ranpFq choices of zp . Note that inequality (5) is linear in terms of both z 0 and z0 separately.
Finally, in the same way as before, let Ă M pz 0 , z 1 q be the maximum of (5) over all possible zp P ranpFq, that is,
Therefore (5) is exactly as, or implied by, Ă M pz 0 , z 1 q ď xz 0´z1 , z0 y.
Item 2 follows by observing that there are at most # dompFq choices for z 1 in (7) and that (7) is linear in terms of z0 .
Remark 2.7. When the elements of F have small integer components, the quantities r Npz 1 , zp q and Ă M pz 0 , z 1 q can be exactly computed using any programming language. See Section 4 for such an implementation. 
Proof. Let z 0 P X. The system of inequalities (7) can be written in the form Apz 0 q¨z0 ě bpz 0 q, where
Now let y " pλ 1 , . . . , λ n q, with λ i ě 0, but not all zero, then
We thus have proved that Apz 0 q J y " 0 if, and only if, z 0 P copdompFqq and the weighted components of y are the coefficients associated to z 0 as a convex combination of x i 's. The corollary follows by using Farkas' Lemma on system (7) and observing that
Corollary 2.10. Let F be defined as in Proposition 2.6. Then
Xz copdompFqq Ă dompF µp q.
The algorithm
Let T 0 " tpx i , xi qu n i"1 be a p-monotone operator. Consider, for k " 1, . . . , n, the following sequence of operators:
and T n`1 " T µp n . Note that, for k " 1, . . . , n,
Lemma 2.5 implies that T k , for each k " 1, . . . , n, is p-monotone. From now on, consider C " coptx 1 , . . . , x n uq.
Proposition 3.1. The following hold:
2. For each k " 1, . . . , n, T µp k´1 px k q is a polyhedron, so it can be written as
4. dompT n`1 q Ă C.
5.
T n`1 px k q " T n px k q, for all k " 1, . . . , n.
It is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.5.
The set T
µp 0 px 1 q is a polyhedron since T 0 is a finite set and by Proposition 2.6. Let k P t2, . . . , nu and assume that T µp j´1 px j q is a polyhedron, for all j ă k. Let E j Ă T µp j´1 px j q be a finite set such that T µp j´1 px j q " copE j q`N px j q, where, in view of Lemma 2.2, N px j q " N C px j q " 0`rT µp j´1 px j qs, for j " 1, . . . , k´1, and consider E j " txj u and N px j q " t0u, for j " k, . . . , n. Thus we can write
3. It follows from item 2.
4. Let x P dompT n`1 q and let x˚P T n`1 pxq " T µp n pxq Ă T µ 1 n pxq. Therefore, for every py, y˚q in T n , xx´y, x˚´y˚y ě 0.
In particular, for any j " 1, . . . , n, take t ą 0, xj P T n px j q and nj P 0`T n px j q " 0`T µp j´1 px j q " N C px j q, thus xj`tnj P T n px j q, and
for all t ą 0. This implies that xx´x j , nj y ď 0, for all nj P N C px j q, that is x´x j P N C px j q´" T C px j q. Therefore, x P x j`TC px j q, for all j " 1, . . . , n. Using Theorem 2.15 in [3] , we conclude that
x P n č j"1 px j`TC px j" C.
5.
Since T n is p-monotone and T n`1 " T µp n , then T n px k q Ă T n`1 px k q. On the other hand, since T k´1 Ă T n ,
6. This is a consequence of equation (8) and Proposition 2.3.
Remark 3.2. By item 6 in the previous proposition, given x P C, T n`1 pxq is a polyhedron. Moreover, Proposition 2.6 states that T n`1 pxq can be defined by at most n linear inequalities, when p ě 2, or by at most #F inequalities, when p " 1.
Let s " p1, . . . , 1q P R n and let S n be the simplex S n " tλ P R n : λ ě 0, xλ, sy " 1u. Lemma 3.3. Let x 1 , . . . , x n P X, C " coptx 1 , . . . , x n uq and let F : S n Ñ C be defined as F pλq "
Proof. The points in XˆR n : px 1 , e 1 q, . . . , px n , e n q are affinely independent, where e 1 , . . . , e n are the canonical vectors in R n . Thus, F : S n Ñ cotpx i , e i qu is a bijective continuous function between compact sets, hence an homeomorphism. The lemma follows by observing that the projection
Proof. Let z 0 P C, z 0 R dompT n`1 q, and let F be as in Proposition 3.1, item 3. Using Corollary 2.9 applied to F, there exists λ 0 P S n such that z 0 P F pλ 0 q and
Since Ă M is continuous, there exists δ ą 0 such that, for all λ P Bpλ 0 , δq X S n , Ă Mpλq ą 0. On the other hand, by Lemma 3.3, F is an open map, so there exists ε ą 0 such that Bpz 0 , εq X C Ă F pBpλ 0 , δq X S n q. This implies that, for all z P Bpz 0 , εq X C, there exists λ P Bpλ 0 , δq X S n such that z " F pλq and, thus, Ă Mpλq ą 0, that is z R dompT n`1 q. The proposition then follows.
Computational Tools
In this section we present some of the code we used to obtain the explicit formulas of operators T n and T n`1 . We used Maxima, version 5.41.0, which is an open source symbolic algebra program.
First, we need some preliminary subroutines. The procedure tuples creates a list of all N -tuples of elements in the list S. This procedure was extracted from [10] . Since Maxima supports symbolic arithmetic, the previous procedure not only provides an exact output when the input operator F has integer components, but also when F contains fractions, integer roots and certain constants (e.g., e and π).
r N and Ă M implementations
To implement r N pz 1 , zp q we first need two additional subroutines: given a finite operator F, the procedures image and imageinv compute Fpz 1 q and F´1pzp q, respectively, for given z 1 P dompFq and zp P ranpFq. We now present implementations of r N pz 1 , zp q and Ă M pz 0 , z 1 q, as they appear in equations (4) and (6) , maxsum:max(maxsum,sump(pcyc)) ) ) ), factor(ratsimp(maxsum)) / * output (simplified) * / )$ Mtilde(opF,z0,z1,p):=block([ranF,maxsum,zps], ranF:unique(xsl(opF)), maxsum:-inf, for zps in ranF do( maxsum:max(maxsum,Ntilde(opF,z1,zps,p)+(z0-z1).zps) ), factor(ratsimp(maxsum)) / * output (simplified) * / )$
Using Maxima symbolic algebra features
The subroutines implemented in this section make use of Maxima's symbolic features.
The procedure polareqs computes the system of inequalities in (7) . This procedure accepts a finite operator F and a point z 0 P R d as inputs, and returns the list of inequalities that define F µp pz 0 q. The inequalities appear in terms of undetermined variables of the form Y r1s, . . . , Y rds. Note that the input point z 0 can also be undetermined, when this is the case, polareqs returns the full system of inequalities that satisfy any pz 0 , z0 q P F µp . The following procedure was extracted from [7] . It computes the extreme points of a polyhedron defined by a list of inequalities. The procedure operatorTn computes the finite operator F as in Proposition 3.1, item 3. The procedure takes as input the operator T 0 " tpx i , xi qu n i"1 and proceeds in the following way: F starts as T 0 and, for each x k in tx 1 , . . . , x n u,
• using polareqs, it computes the equations that define T k px k q;
• using ext, it computes E k , the extreme points of T k px k q;
• then it deletes px k , xkq from F;
• and finally, it adds tx k uˆE k to F. 
Examples
In this section we present many different explicit examples of maximal pmonotone operators. First, a little outline of our procedure is given. For each example we present the starting points px 1 , x1 q, . . . , px n , xnq and, using the algorithm given in the Section 3 and the implementation of Ă M pz 0 , z 1 q given in Section 4, we present the second to last operator T n , the operator F and the equations that any pz 0 , z0 q P T n`1 , T n`1 being the last step operator, must satisfy. Following that we try to obtain the domain and correspondence rule of T n`1 . In most cases, we make use of Corollary 2.9 to obtain a candidate for dompT n`1 q. Finally, we prove that T n`1 is p-monotone, which implies that it is maximal p-monotone.
Bauschke and Wang original example
Consider the starting points:
x1 " p0, 1q,
x 3 " p´1, 0q, x3 " p´1,´2q,
After the first four steps of our algorithm, we obtain the following images of x 1 , . . . , x 4 :
T 4 px 1 q " tpu, vq : u`1 ě |v|, u ě 0u " cotp0,´1q, p0, 1qu`cone cotp1,´1q, p1, 1qu, T 4 px 2 q " tpu, vq : v ě |u`1|u " p´1, 0q`cone cotp1, 1q, p´1, 1qu, T 4 px 3 q " tpu, vq : u ď´|v`1|, u ď´1u " cotp´1, 0q, p´1,´2qu`cone cotp´1, 1q, p´1,´1qu, T 4 px 4 q " tpu, vq : v ď´|u|´1u " p0,´1q`cone cotp´1,´1q, p1,´1qu.
Therefore F " tpy i , yi qu 6 i"1 is given by
ranpFq " tp0, 1q, p0,´1q, p´1, 0q, p´1,´2qu.
We now consider z 0 " px, yq and z0 " pu, vq, and follow the steps of the proof of Proposition 2.6, so we obtain the set of inequalities:
maxt1´x,´x´2y´1,´y, yu ď px´1qu`yv, maxt´x,´x´2y´2,´y´1, y´1u ď xu`py´1qv, maxt´x´2,´x´2y,´y´1, y´1u ď px`1qu`yv, maxt´x´1,´x´2y´1,´y, y´2u ď xu`py`1qv.
These inequalities were obtained and handled by Bauschke and Wang in [3] . They were able to prove that the last step operator T 5 is defined on tpx, yq : |x|`|y| " 1u and T 5 px i q " T 4 px i q, @i " 1, 2, 3, 4, T 5 p1´t, tq " p´t, 1´tq`conetp1, 1qu,
T 5 p´1`t,´tq " pt´1, t´2q`conetp´1,´1qu, T 5 pt, t´1q " p0,´1q`conetp1,´1qu.
See Figure 1 for a partial graphical representation of the domain and range of T 5 .
dompT 5 q
x y x 1
x 3
x 2 
A maximal 2-cyclically monotone operator in R 3
x 2 " p1, 0, 0q, x2 " p8, 12, 0q,
x 4 " p0, 0, 1q, x4 " p0, 0, 16q.
Note that C " cotx 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 u forms a tetrahedron in R 3 . After the first four steps, we obtain the following images of x 1 , . . . , x 4 , T 4 px 1 q " tpx, y, zq : 2u`v`w ď 0, u`2v`w ď 4, u`v`2w ď 20u " p´6,´2, 14q`cone cotp1, 1,´3q, p1,´3, 1q, p´3, 1, 1qu, T 4 px 2 q " tpx, y, zq : 2u`v`w ě 4, v´u ď 4, w´u ď 16u " p´4, 0, 12q`cone cotp1, 1, 1q, p1,´3, 1q, p1, 1,´3qu, 1, 1q, p´3, 1, 1q, p1, 1,´3qu ,
Therefore F " tpy i , yi qu 4 i"1 is given by y 1 " p1, 0, 0q, y1 " p´4, 0, 12q, y 2 " p0, 1, 0q, y2 " p´5,´1, 11q, y 3 " p´1,´1,´1q, y3 " p´6,´2, 14q, y 4 " p0, 0, 1q, y4 " p´3,´3, 13q, 0, 0q, p0, 1, 0q, p0, 0, 1q, p´1,´1,´1qu , ´2, 14q, p´4, 0, 12q, p´5,´1, 11q, p´3,´3, 13qu .
We now consider z 0 " px, y, zq and z0 " pu, v, wq, and follow the steps of the proof of Proposition 2.6, so we obtain the set of inequalities:
together with the domain conditions
x`y`z ď 1, x`y´3z ď 1, x´3y`z ď 1,´3x`y`z ď 1. (10) Using (10), it is straightforward to verify that the terms inside the maximums taken on the left hand side of inequalities (9) are in decreasing order, from top to bottom. Therefore Ă M pz 0 , x 1 q :" 13z´3y´3x`7 ď px`1qu`py`1qv`pz`1qw, (11) Ă M pz 0 , x 2 q :" 11z´y´5x`5 ď px´1qu`yv`zw,
To determine the domain of T 5 , recall that any z 0 P C can be uniquely written as 
This inequality, after replacing in the formulas for Ă M and considering α 1 " 1ά 2´α3´α4 , takes the form
that is, α 1 α 2`α3 α 4 ď 0.
Since α i ě 0, for all i, the last inequality holds if. and only if, α 1 α 2 " 0 and α 3 α 4 " 0. Therefore z 0 P dompT 5 q if, and only if,
Note that, although C " cotx i u is a tetrahedron, the domain of T 5 are the segments See Figure 2 . The operator T 5 coincides with T 4 at y 1 , . . . , y 4 . We now deduce the formula for T 5 at the relative interior of each of the segments of the domain.
• z 0 Psy 1 , y 2 r ðñ z 0 " pt, 1´t, 0q, t Ps0, 1r. Replacing this in equations (11) through (14), we obtain:
implies pt´1qp4`u´vq ě 0,
implies 12`v`tp4`u´vq ě w.
Therefore v´u " 4 so 12`v ě w, u`2v`w ě 4`4t and T 5 pt, 1´t, 0q " tpu, v, wq : v´u " 4, v´w ě´12, u`2v`w ě 4`4tu " pt´5, t´1, t`11q`cone cotp1, 1,´3q, p1, 1, 1qu.
• z 0 Psy 2 , y 3 r ðñ z 0 " p´t, 1´2t,´tq, t Ps0, 1r. Replacing this in equations (11) through (14), we obtain:
implies tpu`2v`w´4q ď 0,
Therefore u`2v`w " 4 so 4`u ď v, w´v ď 12`4t and T 5 p´t, 1´2t,´tq " tpu, v, wq : u`2v`w " 4, v´u ě 4, v´w ě´12´4tu " p´5´t,´1´t, 11`3tq`cone cotp´3, 1, 1q, p1, 1,´3qu.
• z 0 Psy 3 , y 4 r ðñ z 0 " p´t,´t, 1´2tq, t Ps0, 1r. Replacing this in equations (11) through (14), we obtain:
implies 16`u`tpu`v`2w´16q ď w,
implies tpu`v`2w´20q ď 0.
Therefore u`v`2w " 20 so 16`u`4t ď w, 16`v ď w and T 5 p´t,´t, 1´2tq " tpu, v, wq : u`v`2w " 20, w´u ě 16`4t, w´v ě 16u " p´3´3t, t´3, 13`tq`cone cotp´3, 1, 1q, p1,´3, 1qu.
• z 0 Psy 4 , y 1 r ðñ z 0 " pt, 0, 1´tq, t Ps0, 1r. Replacing this in equations (11) through (14), we obtain:
implies pt´1qp16`u´wq ě 0,
implies tp16`u´wq ě 0.
Therefore w´u " 16 so 16`v´4t ď w, u`v`2w ě 20 and ´3, 1q, p1, 1, 1qu .
Therefore, the full correspondence rule of T 5 is T 5 p´1,´1,´1q " p´6,´2, 14q`cone cotp1, 1,´3q, p1,´3, 1q, p´3, 1, 1qu, T 5 p1, 0, 0q " p´4, 0, 12q`cone cotp1, 1, 1q, p1,´3, 1q, p1, 1,´3qu, 1, 1q, p´3, 1, 1q, p1, 1,´3qu , 1, 1q, p1,´3, 1q, p´3, 1, 1qu, and, for all t Ps0, 1r, T 5 pt, 1´t, 0q " pt´5, t´1, t`11q`cone cotp1, 1,´3q, p1, 1, 1qu, T 5 p´t, 1´2t,´tq " p´5´t,´1´t, 11`3tq`cone cotp´3, 1, 1q, p1, 1,´3qu, T 5 p´t,´t, 1´2tq " p´3´3t, t´3, 13`tq`cone cotp´3, 1, 1q, p1,´3, 1qu, T 5 pt, 0, 1´tq " p´3´t, 3t´3, 13´tq`cone cotp1,´3, 1q, p1, 1, 1qu.
From the calculations above, we conclude that T 5 has the form
considering py 5 , y5 q " py 1 , y1 q. From Lemma 2.4, T 5 is 2-monotone and, since T 5 " T µ 2 4 , T 5 is maximal 2-monotone.
A maximal 3-cyclically monotone operator
x 1 " p1, 0q, x1 " p1, 1q,
x 4 " p´1, 0q, x4 " p´1,´1q,
After the first five steps of our algorithm, we obtain the following images of x 1 , . . . , x 4 ,
" cotp0, 0q, p2, 2qu`cone cotp1,´1q, p1, 0qu, T 5 px 2 q " tpu, vq : u ě 0, v ě 2u " p0, 2q`cone cotp1, 0q, p0, 1qu,
T 5 px 4 q " tpu, vq : u ď´1, u`v ď 0, u ď vu " cotp´1, 1q, p´1,´1qu`cone cotp´1, 1q, p´1,´1qu,
Therefore F " tpy i , yi qu 8 i"1 is given by
that is dompFq " tp1, 0q, p1, 1q, p0, 1q, p´1, 0q, p0,´1qu, ranpFq " tp0, 0q, p2, 2q, p0, 2q, p´1, 1q, p´1,´1qu.
max " 0,´y´x´1, 2y, y´x`1, 2y`2x´2
In addition, we have the domain conditions:
x´1 ď y ď x`1,´x´1 ď y ď 1, x ď 1.
These conditions allow us to further simplify the equations in (15):
• Let z 0 Psx 2 , x 3 r, that is z 0 " p1´t, 1q, t Ps0, 1r. Replacing this in equations (16) through (20), we obtain:
implies u ď 0,
That is u " 0 and v ě 2. Therefore
• Let z 0 Psx 3 , x 4 r, that is z 0 " p´t, 1´tq, t Ps0, 1r. Replacing this in equations (16) through (20), we obtain:
implies 2p1´tq ď´tu`p2´tqv.
That is v "´u and u ď´1. Therefore T 6 p´t, 1´tq " tpu, vq : v "´u, u ď´1u " p´1, 1q`conetp´1, 1qu.
• Let z 0 Psx 4 , x 5 r, that is z 0 " pt´1,´tq, t Ps0, 1r. Replacing this in equations (16) through (20), we obtain:
implies 0 ď pt´2qu´pt`1qv,
That is u " v and u ď t´1. Therefore T 6 pt´1,´tq " tpu, vq : u " v, u ď t´1u " pt´1, t´1q`conetp´1,´1qu.
• Let z 0 Psx 5 , x 1 r, that is z 0 " pt, t´1q, t Ps0, 1r. Replacing this in equations (16) through (20), we obtain:
implies´2t ď pt´1qu`pt´2qv,
implies 0 ď pt`1qu`pt´1qv,
That is v "´u and u ě 0. Therefore
Therefore
and T 6 p1, 0q " cotp0, 0q, p2, 2qu`cone cotp1,´1q, p1, 0qu,
T 6 p0,´1q " p0, 0q`cone cotp´1,´1q, p1,´1qu, and, for every t Ps0, 1r, T 6 p1, tq " p2´2t, 2q`conetp1, 0qu, T 6 p1´t, 1q " p0, 2q`conetp0, 1qu, T 6 p´t, 1´tq " p´1, 1q`conetp´1, 1qu, T 6 pt´1,´tq " pt´1, t´1q`conetp´1,´1qu, T 6 pt, t´1q " p0, 0q`conetp1,´1qu.
See Figure 3 for a graphical representation of the domain and range of T 6 . Note that T 6 can be written as
cotpy i , yi q, py i`1 , yi`1qu, considering py 9 , y9 q " py 1 , y1 q. From Lemma 2.4, the operator T 6 is 3-monotone and, since T 6 " T µ 3 5 , T 6 is maximal 3-monotone.
On the other hand, also from Lemma 2.4 and Proposition 2.3, p0, 0q P F µ 2 | C " S µ 2 | C " pS`N C q µ 2 " T µ 2 6 . However p0, 0q R T 6 . Therefore, T 6 is not maximal 2-monotone. 
A perturbation of Bauschke and Wang's example
x 3 " p´1, 0q, x3 " p´2,´2q,
x 4 " p0,´1q, x4 " p0,´1q.
These points are the same as in Section 5.1, but considering x3 " p´2,´2q instead of p´1,´2q.
After the first four steps of our algorithm, we obtain the following images of x 1 , . . . , x 4 , T 4 px 1 q " tpu, vq : u ě´1{2,´u´1 ď v ď 1`uu " cotp´1{2,´1{2q, p´1{2, 1{2qu`cone cotp1,´1q, p1, 1qu,
Therefore F " tpy i , yi qu 8 i"1 is given by y 1 " p1, 0q, y1 " p´1{2,´1{2q, y 2 " p1, 0q, y2 " p´1{2, 1{2q, y 3 " p0, 1q, y3 " p´1, 0q, y 4 " p0, 1q, y4 " p´2, 0q, y 5 " p´1, 0q, y5 " p´3{2,´1{2q, y 6 " p´1, 0q, y6 " p´3{2,´3{2q, y 7 " p0,´1q, y7 " p´1,´1q, y 8 " p0,´1q, y8 " p0,´1q, that is dompFq " tp1, 0q, p0, 1q, p´1, 0q, p0,´1qu, ranpFq "
" p´1{2,´1{2q, p´1{2, 1{2q, p´1, 0q, p´2, 0q, p´3{2,´1{2q, p´3{2,´3{2q, p´1,´1q, p0,´1q * .
with α i ě 0 and 4 ÿ i"1 α i " 1. By Corollary 2.9, z 0 P dompT 5 q if, and only if,
The determination of dompT 5 q will be done in several steps.
• p0, 0q P dompT 5 q. It is enough to replace px, yq " p0, 0q on equations (22) through (25), so we obtain
That is p´1,´1{2q P T 5 p0, 0q and p0, 0q P dompT 5 q
• z 0 Psx 1 , x 3 r that is z 0 " α 1 p1, 0q`α 3 p´1, 0q " pα 1´α3 , 0q, with α 1 , α 3 ą 0 and α 1`α3 " 1. Thus
Therefore, 4 ÿ i"1 α i Ă M pz 0 , x i q ą 0 whenever α 1 ‰ 1{2. This implies that sx 1 , x 3 rX dompT 5 q " tp0, 0qu.
• Let z 0 P cotx 1 , x 2 , x 4 u, that is α 3 " 0 and α 1`α2`α4 " 1 with α 1 , α 2 , α 4 ě 0. Therefore z 0 " p1´α 2´α4 , α 2´α4 q and -If α 2 " 0 then z 0 P rx 4 , x 1 s. In this case, the coefficients α i are unique, so this implies that z 0 P dompT 5 q.
-If α 4 " 0 then z 0 P rx 1 , x 2 s. In this case, the coefficients α i are also unique, so this implies that z 0 P dompT 5 q.
-If α 2 " α 4 then z 0 is in the x-axis. We already proved that z 0 cannot be in dompT 5 q unless z 0 " p0, 0q.
In any other case, z 0 R dompT 5 q. This in particular implies that the interior of the triangle cotx 1 , x 2 , x 4 u and its vertical side, without the origin, does not intersect the domain of T 5 .
• Let z 0 P cotx 2 , x 3 , x 4 u, that is α 1 " 0 and α 2`α3`α4 " 1 with α 2 , α 3 , α 4 ě 0. Therefore z 0 " pα 2`α4´1 , α 2´α4 q and In conclusion, dompT 5 q " tp0, 0qu Y rx 1 , x 2 s Y rx 2 , x 3 s Y rx 3 , x 4 s Y rx 4 , x 1 s.
We now will deduce the formula of T 5 .
• T 5 p0, 0q " p´1,´1{2q, as we already verified.
• z 0 Psx 1 , x 2 r ðñ z 0 " p1´t, tq, t Ps0, 1r. Replacing this in equations (22) through (25), we obtain:
implies´t´1 ď p2´tqu`tv, (25) implies t´1 ď p1´tqu`p1`tqv.
That is v " 1`u, u ě´1, u ě´t´1{2. Therefore T 5 p1´t, tq " tpu, vq : v " 1`u, u ě maxt´1,´t´1{2uu
• z 0 Psx 2 , x 3 r ðñ z 0 " p´t, 1´tq, t Ps0, 1r. Replacing this in equations (22) through (25), we obtain: cotpy i , yi q, py i`1 , yi`1qu`N C is 2monotone. Also from Lemma 2.4, F µp " S µp . Since pp0, 0q, p´1,´1{2qq P F µp , we conclude that T 5 is also 2-monotone. Therefore T 5 is maximal 2-monotone.
Remark 5.1. It is not difficult to verify that if we use x 5 " p0, 0q, x5 " p´1,´1{2q as an additional starting point, we would have obtained the same operator.
